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Apathy is Boring and Elections Alberta 
have partnered for a four-year project to 
encourage youth to vote by conducting 
peer-to-peer outreach, providing young 
voters with elections information, 
developing resources with nonprofit 
partners in both Edmonton and Calgary, 
and rallying the nonprofit sector around 
youth electoral engagement.

Year 3: Creating sustainable dialogues 
around elections 

EXECUTIVE
SUMMARY
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Alberta routinely has some of the lowest 
rates of electoral participation in Canada.
Recent data indicates that Alberta’s youth 
are the least likely to cast a ballot federally or 
provincially (Statistics Canada, 2015; Elections 
Canada, 2012). In the 2015 provincial election, 
overall voter turnout was 53%; youth voter 
turnout was much lower, at only 25% 
(Elections Alberta, 2015). 

There are a few factors that could explain 
Alberta’s lower levels of voter turnout: Alberta 
is the youngest province with a median age 
of 36.1 years (Statistics Canada, 2012), has the 
lowest levels of post-secondary enrolment 
in Canada, and the highest dropout rate for 
both university and college (Statistics Canada, 
2008a). Alberta also has a higher proportion 
of youth that drop out of high school than do 
other provinces, especially in rural areas and 
small towns (Statistics Canada, 2008b). 

Because education and environment are 
such key factors in explaining rates of voter 
turnout and civic engagement, dropout rates 
may be important signifiers in exploring 
Alberta’s voter turnout. This further indicates 
the need for resources and alternative spaces 
for education when it comes to democratic 
participation.

The fact that youth have felt disconnected 
doesn’t necessarily mean that they are 
disinterested and don’t care about particular 
issues. Youth are far from being apathetic 
about the issues that affect them. It’s about 
engaging with them in a meaningful 
way about the issues they care about and 
connecting those issues to their government.

There are three consistent themes that 
appear throughout the research on youth 
voter turnout and best electoral mobilization 

practices. First, voting behaviour is a gradually 
acquired habit. Second, education is the most 
significant factor correlated with becoming a 
habitual voter. Third, peer-to-peer contact is 
the best method for mobilizing youth to vote 
or to get involved in an electoral campaign. 
So, equipped with this information, we set 
out to tackle the existing barriers to youth 
engagement, by educating, engaging, and 
informing youth.

Year 1: Get Out the Vote Campaign

During year one, Apathy is Boring conducted 
a Get Out the Vote Campaign for the 2015 
Alberta provincial election with Street Team 
volunteers. Through online and on-the-
ground outreach, Apathy is Boring, along 
with partners and volunteers, reached out to 
Albertan youth, providing them the education 
and tools they needed to get out to the polls. 
Here are a few campaign highlights:
+ 91 900+ users reached over Twitter in  

7 weeks;
+ 600 face-to-face conversations with youth 

across Alberta about where, when & how 
to vote;

+ 300 hard copy election information tools 
distributed;

+ 5 100+ views of our online voting resources. 

     
Year 2: Election Readiness Toolkit 
     
The focus of Year 2 was the creation and 
dissemination of the election readiness 
toolkit. This toolkit was designed based 
on interviews that were conducted with 
volunteer organizations across Alberta, as 
well as surveys from youth that were gathered 
during the election campaign last April, and 
research gathered from across the province 
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and country with regard to best practices. 
The intended audience for this project were 
youth between the ages of 18 and 25 who are 
not pursuing higher education. In order to 
be more closely connected with community 
organizations in Alberta, we hired an outreach 
coordinator based in Edmonton as well as an 
academic advisor based out of Calgary, Dr. 
Melanee Thomas. Having people involved 
with the project on the ground in Edmonton 
and Calgary allowed us to practice what we 
preach of fostering peer-to-peer connections 
and building lasting relationships. Here are 
some of the highlights from year 2 of this 
project:
+ A database of 80 Alberta-based community 

organizations created;
+ Direct engagement of 16 organizations 

through interviews;
+ Creation of a Toolkit;
+ Indirect engagement of 40 organizations 

through toolkit dissemination and 
outreach;

+ Toolkit dissemination and reach of 18,603 
online users.

Year 3: Creating sustainable dialogues 
around elections 

In year 3, we deepened the connections 
among community organizations in Alberta. 
The outreach and database of organizations 
built in Year 2 laid the groundwork to help 
secure 20 workshops in Year 3. We did 
consistent outreach, met with community 
organizations and the youth they serve in 
person, and produced materials such as 
infographics to encourage voter registration. 
We shared hard copy care packages as well 
as the digital versions of the materials with 
70 community organizations, and posted 
the materials on our social media platforms. 
We also hired two workshop facilitators, one 

based in Edmonton and one in Calgary. Here 
are some of the highlights from year 3 of this 
project:
+  20 workshops presented;
+ 250+ youth between the ages of 12 and 30 

reached in person;
+ 20 hard copy care packages shared with 

community organizations;
+ 50 digital care packages shared with 

community organizations;
+  8 000+ online impressions of care package 

materials. 

Year 4: Registration Drive 

In Year 4, we will build a creative registration 
drive and work alongside community 
organizations, community initiatives and 
student councils in universities to encourage 
young eligible voters to register to vote. We 
want to use this opportunity to educate youth 
on the importance of using their democratic 
voice to impact provincial decisions and we 
strongly believe that the best way to support 
positive voting behaviour is to meet with 
youth where they are. We will hire two part-
time coordinators responsible for mobilizing 
street teams of 3 to 4 volunteers who will 
interact with youth when attending 30 
different events in Calgary and Edmonton. 
Our registration drive installation will add 
a tactile component to the interactions 
between our volunteers and young passers-
by making for a memorable experience.
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In Year 2, after conducting research and scanning the nonprofit sector in Alberta, we identified 
80 youth-relevant organizations and compiled them into a digital database. In Year 3, we 
reached out to most of the contacts listed in the database as well as non-listed organizations 
in order to discuss the possibility of hosting Apathy is Boring for a workshop. In total, we 
reached out to 30 organizations in Edmonton, 40 in Calgary, and 5 in Red Deer. Through our 
community outreach efforts, we secured a total of 20 workshops. Our workshop facilitators 
presented a total of nine workshops in Edmonton, eight in Calgary, one in Red Deer, one in 
Grande Prairie and one in Fort McMurray between the months of February and May 2017 and 
reached over 250 youth in person. 

See Appendix A for a sample of the workshop schedules. Note, the workshop details in Red 
Deer can be found in the Edmonton section and the workshop details in Grande Prairie and 
Fort McMurray can found in the Calgary section.

The workshop content reiterated elements of the toolkit as well as the three themes identified 
in the literature review developed in Year 2. 

First, voting behaviour is a gradually acquired habit;
The facilitators discussed with participants the correlation between voting habits and voter 
behaviour in order to encourage all participants to vote as soon as they were eligible as a way 
to take on their civic responsibility from an early age. They also informed other participants 
that it was never too late to start voting. 

Second, education is the most significant factor correlated with becoming a habitual voter; 
During the workshop, the facilitators discussed the different levels of government, their 
roles, and respective responsibilities. In order to create a more interactive environment, we 
incorporated the ‘Day in the Life Quiz’ and the ‘How Government Works’ video, both elements 
from the toolkit developed in Year 2. 

Third, peer-to-peer contact is the best method for mobilizing youth to vote or to get involved 
in an electoral campaign. At the end of the workshop, we encouraged participants to get 
involved in their communities, to vote if eligible, and to be in touch with their MLAs. Further, 
we asked that they get their friends to join them in their engagement to encourage wider 
reach outside of the workshop environment. 

See Appendix B for a sample of the workshop presentation. 

COMMUNITY 
WORKSHOPS  
AND OUTREACH

WORKSHOP 
CONTENT
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In the first half of Year 3, we dedicated ourselves to securing and delivering workshops. Initially 
planning to complete 9 workshops in the spring and an additional 9 in the fall. We instead 
successfully secured and presented 20 workshops across Alberta between the months of 
February and May, completing these deliverables well ahead of schedule.

For the second half of Year 3, we continued to maintain the relationships built with the 
dissemination of care packages. In these packages, we included:
 
+  A PROBLEM SOLUTION INFOGRAPHIC

In this infographic, we listed some of the current issue areas in Alberta resulting in low voter 
turnout as well as offered possible solutions to counter voter apathy;

 
+  PINS

We added pins to the care package as a friendly reminder to encourage youth to vote;
 
+  A FEEDBACK FORM

This form was shared in order to gather feedback from our partners and their youth on the 
materials provided in the package. 

The package was mailed to the 20 organizations that hosted us for a workshop and shared in 
its digital version with an additional 50 organizations. The materials were also disseminated on 
our website and social media platforms. 

See Appendix C for a sample of the materials. 

CARE PACKAGE 
DISSEMINATION

« WE PRESENTED 20 WORKSHOPS ACROSS 
ALBERTA BETWEEN THE MONTHS OF 
FEBRUARY AND MAY, COMPLETING THESE 
DELIVERABLES WELL AHEAD OF SCHEDULE. »
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Surveys are one of the ways that we can hear 
directly from the organizations and youth we 
are working with throughout this 4 year project. 
This year we analyzed the surveys and reports 
collected from our workshop facilitators, from 
youth attending the workshops, and from 
community organizations who received our 
care packages. 

We received a total of 20 workshop reports, 
136 survey responses from participants, and 
a few responses from the organizations with 
whom the care packages were shared with.

For the workshop reports, we asked the 
facilitators to note:
+  the average age of participants,
+  the number of participants attending each 

workshop,
+  the workshop details including date, time 

and location of each workshop given,
+ a brief description of the participants to 

ensure we were reaching youth from various 
ethno-linguistic and socio-economic 
backgrounds. 

From these reports, we are happy to confirm 
that we reached various groups of youth, 
including:
+ Youth belonging to visible minority 

communities
+  Youth in search of employment
+ Non-engaged and under-engaged youth 

with low to no knowledge of our democratic 
system

+  Newcomer youth
+ Youth belonging to Indigenous communities
+  Youth who are currently living in a state of 

homelessness
+  At-risk youth

These results show that we were successful in 
getting out the vote message to a wide range 
of Albertan youth stemming from various 
backgrounds and living in very different 
situations. This is one of the main highlights 
of this year’s efforts and work. 

At the end of each workshop, a survey was 
shared with the participants asking them to 
comment on the content shared including:
+ Whether their knowledge level increased 

after the workshop.
+  How to influence change in their community.
+ How to be heard in their democracy.
+ If they are more willing to engage their 

peers about democracy.
+ If they feel confident to vote in the next 

election.
+ Their likeliness to vote in the next election.
+ Further questions in regards to the setup of 

the workshop and the workshop facilitator.

Some of the results from the surveys are listed 
below.

For EDMONTON, out of a total of  
82 respondents:
+ Over 62% of respondents on a scale of 1 to 
10 equated their increase of knowledge to 
7 or more (note in this response, 10 was the 
highest number)
+ 79% agreed that they learned how to 
influence change in their community
+ 84% agreed that they are more aware of 
how to make their voice heard in Canadian 
democracy
+ 64% agreed that they are more willing to 
engage with their peers about democracy
+ 85% agreed that they feel more confident 
about how to vote in the next election
+ 82% agreed that they are more likely to vote 
in the next election.

SURVEYS 
AND FEEDBACK
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For CALGARY, out of a total of 54 
respondents:
+  Over 50% of respondents on a scale of 1 to 

10 equated their increase of knowledge to 
7 or more (note in this response, 10 was the 
highest number)

+ 83% agreed that they learned how to 
influence change in their community

+ 77% agreed that they are more aware of 
how to make their voice heard in Canadian 
democracy

+ 83% agreed that they are more willing to 
engage with their peers about democracy

+ 75% agreed that they feel more confident 
about how to vote in the next election

+  78% agreed that they are more likely to vote 
in the next election.

We also received great feedback from our 
community partners on the care package 
shared. Sarah Weaver from Boys Club Girls 
Club of Calgary thought ‘the election info was 
fantastic’. Tobey from Sunrise Info echoed the 
same response to our ‘beautiful promotional 
material’. We also heard from Casey Edmonds 
with Francophonie Jeunesse de l’Alberta who 
thought that ‘the information provided was 
great’. 

Further, in terms of reporting, monthly 
reports were submitted to Elections Alberta 
and phone calls occurred regularly which 
allowed for a true partnership to develop 
and a sharing of ideas that was consistent 
throughout the activities of year 3. Feedback 
and approvals happened throughout the 
course of the activities. 

See Appendix D for a sample of the 
workshop participant survey.

Apathy is Boring is a national, non-partisan charitable organization that uses creative methods 
to educate youth about democracy, with the aim of increasing youth voter turnout, increasing 
youth engagement in the democratic process, and building a sustainable dialogue between 
youth and decision makers. 

ABOUT  
APATHY IS BORING
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This project wouldn’t be possible without the work and help of many great 
individuals. Thank you to our team at Apathy is Boring: Caro Loutfi, Stephanie 
Jeremie, Kendra Sharp, Betty Belonny and Shagana Ehamparam.

Thank you to our workshop facilitators Jonathan Spaner and Andrew Ng.

Thank you Glen Resler, Drew Westwater, and Ian Tuckey from Elections 
Alberta, for your commitment to youth engagement, and without which this 
project would not be possible. 

Thank you to all of the hard-working organizations who hosted us for a 
workshop: Kevis Wilson, Jocelyn Winter and Michael Peters from YMCA of 
Northern Alberta; Carolee Israel Turner and Jonathan Jacobs from Centre for 
Newcomers; Ros Doi from Youth Central; Chris Wainwright from Pathways 
Community Services; Natacha Pierre from Haitian Association of Calgary; 
Nada Rustom and Anthony Santoro from YMCA Calgary; Hiba Rustom from 
the Welcome Centre; Jason Heer and Ian Chiasson from Boys Club Girls Club 
Calgary; Bashir Ahmed from SCERDO; Doug Bennett from YESS; Taouba 
Khelifa from IFSSA; Karen Drynan from OSYS; Le-Ann Ewaskiw from IVC 
Strathcona; Sydney Munsterman from Elk Islands Public Schools; Mickey 
Derbyshire from NAFC Red Deer; Kody Taylor from Alberta Native Friendship 
Centre; and Sherry Park from Action from Healthy Communities. 

And thank you to all the other community organizations that we were in 
contact with, we hope to collaborate with you soon! 
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Name of Organization Date Time Workshops

YMCA of Norther Alberta - 
Wood Buffale Region - Fort 
Mac

March 15th 2:00-4:00p.m. 1

YMCA - Grande Prairie: 200, 
10006 101 Ave, Grande Prairie, 
T8V 0Y1

March 16th 2:00-4:00p.m. 1

Centre for Newcomers March 22nd 5:00-7:00p.m. 1

Youth Central April 18th 5:00-6:30p.m. 1

Pathways Community Services April 19th 5:30-8:00p.m. 1

Haitian Association of Calgary April 28th 5:00-7:00p.m. 1

YMCA Calgary - YMAP May 1st 5:00-7:00p.m. 1

Centre for Newcomers and 
Refugees Calgary

May 5th 6:30-7:30p.m. 1

Boys Club Girls Clus: YEAR and 
Rogers Group: 7930 Bowness 
Rd NW

May 18th 6:30-8:30p.m. 1

Boys Club Girls Clus: Keystone 
Group - Hangar (731 13 ave NE)

May 25th 6:30-8:30p.m. 1

Total 10

CONFIRMED
WORKSHOPS
CALGARY
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Name of Organization Date Time Workshops

SCERDO Somali-Canadian 
Education & Rural 
Development Organization

Feb 21st 1:30-3:30p.m. 1

Youth Empoowerment And 
Support Services - YESS

Feb 24th 1:00-3:00p.m. 1

Islamic Family and Social 
Services Association - IFSSA 
(Part of Green Room)

Feb 24th 6:00-8:00p.m. 1

Alberta Native Friendship 
Centres Association

March 11th 10:00a.m. - 
12:00p.m.

1

YMCA Edmonton - Bill Rees 
Centre

March 14th 1:30-3:30p.m. 1

OSYS April 4th 3:00-5:00p.m. 1

IVC Strathcona April 13th 4:00-6:00p.m. 1

Elk Island Public Schools May 2nd 12:25-1:50p.m. 1

NAFC - Red Deer May 11th 4:00-6:00p.m. 1

ACHC May 24th 3:00-4:30p.m. 1

Total 10

CONFIRMED
WORKSHOPS
EDMONTON
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APPENDIX - C
SAMPLE OF CARE PACKAGE
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APPENDIX - D
SAMPLE OF RESPONDANT SURVEY
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Maison Jeanne Sauvé
1514, avenue Docteur-Penfield
Montréal (Québec)
H3G 1B9

(514) 844-2472
info@apathyisboring.com


